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Summary

Oxford Archaeology East was commissioned by Savills to undertake a desk-based  
assessment  of  land  off  Cox's  Drove,  Fulbourn.   The  site,  which  covers  
approximately  0.56 hectares,  has  been earmarked for  development  as  part  of  a  
housing scheme.   The  aim of  the  archaeological  assessment  was  to  define  the  
archaeological potential within the study area and will be used to inform the scope  
of any further archaeological investigations.

The  site  is  on  the  periphery  of  the  village  and  although  residential  growth  has  
occurred around it, the site itself is not thought to have been subject to any form of  
development.   A  Neolithic  'handaxe'  and  a  number  of  worked  flints  have  been  
collected from fields on the east of Fulbourn and a Bronze Age axehead from a field  
on  the  far  south  side  of  the  village.   Later  finds  include  a  substantial  Iron  Age  
settlement located to the west of site.

Roman remains  are the most  likely  to  survive on the site,  with the fields  to the  
immediate east known to contain Roman remains, as well as extensive cropmarks  
and a number earthworks.  Medieval activity is confined to the south-east side of  
Fulbourn where a number of manor houses are believed to have been located.

The site  has  remained  an agricultural  field  from the medieval  period through to  
modern times when it became a timber yard.  This lack of development will have  
aided the preservation of any buried archaeological remains which may exist within  
the site.
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1   General Background
1.1.1 Oxford  Archaeology  East  was  commissioned  by  Savills  to  undertake  a  desk-based 

assessment (DBA) of land off Cox's Drove, Fulbourn (551744, 256617) (Fig. 1).  This 
report  will  consider  the  buried  archaeological  resource  within  the  proposed 
development  site  (henceforth  referred  to  as  'the  Site')  which  could,  if  present,  be  
directly impacted by any construction.

1.1.2 A 1km search area, centred on the Site, was investigated in order to provide a context  
for discussion and interpretation of the known and potential resource within the Site.  
Where appropriate, details of sites and monuments outside the search area have also  
been assessed.

1.1.3 The  work  contained  in  this  document  is  entirely  produced  from  a  desk-based 
assessment and does not include any data from detailed physical investigation at the 
Site (other than a site visit).

1.2   Planning Background
1.2.1 The Site is being proposed for the construction of six residential houses.  No planning 

application has been submitted yet to South Cambridgeshire Council.   This DBA will  
make up part of the planning application.

1.3   Location, Geology and Topography 
1.3.1 The village of Fulbourn lies about four miles east of the centre of Cambridge.  The Site 

itself  is  located  on the northern  periphery  of  the  historic  village  approximately  80m 
south of the railway line and around 500m north-west of St. Vigor's church.  

1.3.2 The Site is bounded by fields to the east and north.  To the west and south, residential  
gardens  back  onto  the  Site.   Beyond  the  field  to  the  north  is  the  Cambridge  to  
Newmarket railway line, and beyond this are open fields.

1.3.3 The  underlying  geology  comprises  West  Melbury  Marly  Chalk  Formation  with 
Totternhoe Stone  Member  chalk  and  Zag Chalk  Formation  beyond  to  the east  and 
south (BGS 2013).  The Site lies on a slight west facing slope at a height of between 
17m and 18m OD.

1.4   Site Visit
1.4.1 A Site visit  was conducted on the 13th August  2013 (Plates 1 and 2).   The Site at 

present consists of overgrown scrub land with semi-mature trees and shrubbery located 
throughout.  A gravel track runs from the entrance gate to two storage areas – a small  
area by the northern boundary and a much larger area in the south-eastern corner.  

1.5   Acknowledgements
1.5.1 The author  would  like  to  thank Coxdrove Developments Ltd  for  commissioning and 

funding the report.  Thanks also go to Steve Graham who visited the Cambridgeshire 
Archives on the authors behalf and to Steve Morgan who tabulated the HER data.  The 
project was managed by Stephen Macaulay.
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2  ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOURCES 

2.1   Historical Sources 
2.1.1 No  primary  historical  sources  relating  to  Fulbourn  have  been  used  here.   The 

information within this report is taken rather from secondary sources.  There are plenty 
of secondary sources which relate to the history of Fulbourn, although not to the site 
itself.

2.1.2 Fulbourn was originally part of the Flendish hundred, which was most likely created in  
the early 10th century and is first recorded in the Domesday Book (VCH 2002).  The 
name of the village is Saxon in origin, meaning “stream frequented by birds” and is 
recorded in 1050 as Fuulburne (Reaney 1943).  Fulbourn had the largest population in 
South Cambridgeshire in 1086 with a total of 91 residents.  In 1377 there were 426 poll  
tax  payers,  again  the  highest  population  in  the  region.   The  population  number 
fluctuated over the next centuries and by 1801 the village was recorded as containing 
702 residents (Taylor 1998).  In the 2011 Census the population was recorded at almost 
5000 people.

2.1.3 Originally,  the village of  Fulbourn comprised two ecclesiastical  parishes – that  of All  
Saints and St. Vigor, the boundaries of which are not clear.  The two churches stood 
side by side in the same church yard until 1766 when All Saints' tower collapsed and  
was never rebuilt (Bray & Way 1992).  Then in 1775 an act of Parliament was passed to  
enable the inhabitants of the parish of All Saints to deconstruct the church (Lysons & 
Lysons 1808), during which, the medieval wall paintings were taken on boards from the 
church and are now in Trinity College library (Taylor 1998).  This act of Parliament also  
allowed for the vicar to officiate in the church of St.  Vigor.   Even thereafter,  the two 
parishes remained formally distinct, until their unification in 1876.

2.1.4 These two churches belonged to the two principle Saxon manors and were presumably 
built by the rival lords of these manors to serve the unusually high medieval population 
of the village (Taylor 1998).  The manor held by the King at Domesday was known as 
Shardlowes  by 1450, the manor held by John Fitzwaleran was known as  Colvilles  by 
1390, whilst Geoffrey de Mandevilles Domesday manor was later known as Dunmowes. 
The largest Domesday estate, that of Count Allen, was granted to Roger la Zouche in  
1230 and formed the basis of Zouches manor.  The manor belonging to the Abbot of Ely 
at Domesday, known as Manners, was sold to Lord la Zouch in 1323 and incorporated 
into the Zouches manor estate in 1417 (FVRG 2006).

2.1.5 Fragments of Zouches manor, historically the largest estate in the village, survive within 
the fabric of the present manor house, which is of late 16th to 20th century date, and is 
located adjacent to the parish church (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).

2.2   The Historic Environment Record (HER)
2.2.1 Cambridgeshire County Council retains a database of all recorded archaeological sites,  

Listed Buildings,  findspots and archaeological  events (evaluations,  excavations etc.) 
within  the  county  as  well  as  other  designations  such  as  Conservation  Areas  and 
Scheduled  Monuments.   The  Cambridgeshire  HER  was  consulted  for  information 
relating to the historic environment within the search area.  Selected records are shown 
in Figure 2 and all the data is provided in tabular format in Table 2 of Appendix A.

2.2.2 The HER is not  a record of all  surviving elements of the historic environment but a  
record of finds recorded to date.  The information held within in not complete and does 
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not preclude the subsequent discovery of further elements of the historic environment 
that are, at present, unknown.  

Neolithic (3500-2000BC)
2.2.3 The only finds dating from the Neolithic period were found during a fieldwalking survey 

in fields off Station Road by the Fulbourn Village History Society in 2002 to 2003 (MCB 
17650).  It is recorded that they collected many worked flints including a flint 'handaxe'.  
A number of  pieces of  fire-cracked flints  were also recorded (see paragraph 2.6.4). 
Further  outside  the  HER  search  area  a  ground  flint  axe  was  found  at  New  Cut,  
Fulbourn Fen in 1966 and another flint axe was found in Fulbourn Fen in 1967 (HER 
06248).

Bronze Age (2000-700BC)
2.2.4 A single  findspot  dating  to  the  Bronze  Age  has  been  found  on  the  south  side  of 

Fulbourn in a field off the Babraham Road.  This consisted of a partial bronze socketed  
axe (MCB 16787).

Iron Age (700BC-AD43)
2.2.5 Low levels of Iron Age activity have been seen across Fulbourn.  Extensive crop marks 

consisting  of  large  north-west  to  south-east  orientated  enclosures  and  other  linear 
features believed to date to the pre-Roman or Roman Iron Age have been identified on 
the western edge of the village adjacent to the railway line and Teversham Road in 
fields by Caudle Corner Farm (HER 06315 and 10240).  This settlement is a Scheduled 
Monument (SM No. 95) and thus considered of national importance.

2.2.6 A number of Iron Age features were identified on a multi-period site at The Chantry in  
2005-6 (MCB 17229, see paragraph  2.6.5) and during the fieldwalking survey further 
east in fields off Station Road, a number of Iron Age pottery sherds, along with Roman,  
Saxon, Medieval and post-medieval pottery were recovered (MCB 17650), although no 
specific concentrations were seen (see paragraph 2.6.4).

Roman (AD43-450)
2.2.7 Evidence for Roman activity is more prolific, however it appears to be concentrated in  

two areas – to the south-west and the north-east of the village.  A number of Roman  
coins found in association with bronze leaf shaped swords were found in a field on the 
north side of the Cambridge Road in the mid 1800s (HER 06237A).  In the same field a 
bronze object in the shape of a cockerel was also found during metal detecting (HER 
11782).  These finds are likely to be associated with the (as yet) undated cropmarks in 
the same field (HER 09306) which were identified via aerial photography.

2.2.8 On  the  north-east  side  of  Fulbourn,  extensive  cropmarks  consisting  of  a  series  of  
rectilinear and circular enclosures and linear features on a north-northeast to south-
southwest  alignment  have been identified in  fields to the west  of  Station Road and 
immediately south of the railway line and former railway station (MCB 17881).  Although 
classed as undated, these cropmarks are likely to be of a Roman origin, with a high 
level of Roman findspots within the field.

2.2.9 A small-scale excavation carried out in 1980 by Richard Wombwell in this field found a 
range  of  Roman features  including  wall  foundations  and  the remains  of  a  possible  
workshop containing ironwork (HER 06287) along with Roman pottery, coins and glass. 
A fragment of human skull was found four years later upon Richard Wombwells return  
to the site (HER 06242).
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2.2.10 In the adjacent field to the west of the above finds, two pipe clay figurines and a Roman 
lamp  were  found  in  1939  behind  Barnsbury  House  (MCB 16119).   And  during  the 
making of the railway cutting in 1875 as many as 30 skeletons and a number of lime 
kilns containing Roman pottery and animal bone were discovered (HER 06286).

2.2.11 Worthy of  mention,  although outside of  the HER search area is  the Roman Villa  at 
Hinton Fields (HER 05099) approximately 2km north-west of Site.  Excavations here 
between  1978  and  1986  revealed  wall  foundations  and  disturbed  floors  along  with 
ditches  and  posthole  structures.   Finds  consisted  of  Roman  pottery,  quern  stones, 
building material (tesserae, brick, roof and floor tiles, mortar,  plaster,  clunch blocks), 
shell, animal bone and pieces of metalwork including brooches and pins.  The site has  
been dated as running from the 2nd to 5th century AD (Pullinger & White 1991).

2.2.12 Also worthy of note, is the Roman road of Worsted Street (HER 07970) located to the  
south-west  of  Fulbourn  and  used  today  as  the  parish  boundary.   This  Scheduled 
Monument (SM26) runs from Worts Causeway to Horseheath, and its use locally was to 
connect Cambridge to the Icknield Way and the road to Great Chesterford (Malim et al.  
1997).

Saxon (AD450-1066)
2.2.13 The only evidence for  Saxon settlement  in  Fulbourn village is  at  St.  Vigor's  church 

(HER 06483) which has its origins in the Saxon period.  In 1868 a stone cross was 
found under the floor of the nave in the church (HER 06483a).   The pattern on both 
sides consists of knots and an open six-cord plait,  which are typical of Anglo-Saxon 
carved stones in East Anglia.

2.2.14 A Saxo-Norman settlement was discovered during excavations at School Lane (MCB 
17979,  see paragraph  2.6.6) where the remains of  timber structures,  pits,  boundary 
ditches and wells were recorded.

2.2.15 Although outside of the HER search area The Fleam Dyke (HER 07889), situated to the 
south-east of Fulbourn and used today as a parish boundary, is worthy of consideration 
too.  This massive Scheduled earthwork monument (SM No. 6) consisted of a 7m to 8m 
high  bank  and  ditched  barrier,  which  ran  from  Balsham  to  Shardelowes  Well  at 
Fulbourn (Malim et al. 1997).  Its original purpose was most likely to be defensive, built 
by the Anglo-Saxons to defend their core settlements from attack.  However, it  does 
hold a clear relationship with a Bronze Age barrow at Mutlow Hill which was reused by 
the Romans as a temple.  Thus implying the dyke having a symbolic meaning also.

Medieval (AD1066-1200)
2.2.16 Reference  to  medieval  remains  in  Fulbourn  predominantly  refer  to  the  remains  of  

manorial houses located in the village.  The possible site of Colvilles Manor and chapel 
is  located  to  the  south-east  of  the  village  off  Stonebridge  Lane  (HER  06245).  
Excavations here  revealed several phases of a clunch building.  Little pottery or animal 
bone was recovered, but significant finds included a medieval silver penny and a 15th 
century book clasp.

2.2.17 A few hundred metres west, medieval cropmarks consisting of a bank, enclosure and  
ridge and furrow (CB 14722) associated with Fulbourn Manor (HER 06324) have been 
identified via aerial photography.

2.2.18 Other medieval finds include the findspot of a crucifix having been found in 1848 in a  
field off the Cambridge Road (HER 06231) which is said to have consisted of ornate  
blue and red champlevé enamel.
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2.2.19 A multi-phase site at The Chantry contained high levels of medieval remains, pits and  
wells  containing 14th to 16th century pottery along with small  scale smithing and a 
cobbled surface (MCB 17229,  see paragraph  2.6.5) have also been identified in the 
village.

Post-medieval (AD1500-1800)
2.2.20 Listed buildings dated to the post-medieval period are listed in Table 3 of Appendix A 

and thus are not mentioned here to any extent.  The only listed building of note is 28 
Cow Lane (DCB 5901) which is situated adjacent to the Sites entrance.  This Grade II  
listed building dates to the 17th century with 18th and 19th century remodelling.

2.2.21 Evidence for post-medieval activity can be seen in varying places across Fulbourn.  On 
the north side of the village between Cow Lane and Cox's Drove is Poorwell Water  
(HER 11230)  designated  as  the  villages  main  water  supply.   It  consists  of  a  large 
depression with regular, straight sides with two mounds inside.

2.2.22 The HER lists this as post-medieval however, the VCH states that it was possibly in use 
by 1335 and named Poor's Well in 1437 (VCH 2002).  It is listed on the 1840 Inclosure 
Map as  Public  Watering  Place  Poor's  Well  and  on  the 1886  1st  Edition  Ordnance 
Survey  Map  as  Poorwell  Water.   Adjacent  to  Poorwell  Water  is  Fulbourn  Pumping 
Station  (HER  06236),  built  in  1884  to  provide  water  across  the  village  it  was 
superseded by pumps at Fleam Dyke in 1912.

2.2.23 On the north-east edge of the village is the location of the former railway station (MCB 
19921).  Built  in 1852 on Hay Street, which was later renamed Station Road, it  was 
closed in 1967 and its buildings demolished after 1973.  The railway line itself remains 
in use.

2.2.24 A number of post-medieval earthworks can be seen to the south-east of Fulbourn in 
grounds next to Stonebridge Lane.  This is the location of a deer park (MCB 17543) 
dating from the 1700s and contains cropmarks and earthworks of rectilinear enclosures 
and ridge and furrow and is possibly the site of Colvilles Manor and Chapel.  

2.2.25 Also located in this area is the 18th century park and garden of Fulbourn Manor (HER 
12281)  which  consists  of  a  lawn,  kitchen  garden,  folly,  ha  ha  and  parkland.   Also 
situated here is a perimeter bank (CB14721) around the park.

2.3   Cartographic Evidence
2.3.1 A search was undertaken of all historic manuscript maps and Ordnance Survey maps 

held at  the Cambridgeshire  Archives Office  at  Shire Hall  in  Cambridge.   The maps 
available for study ranged in date from the early 19th century to the present day.

2.3.2 The study of maps and associated historical sources helps to clarify the archaeological  
potential of the Site in two ways.  Firstly, it suggests aspects of the medieval and later 
land-use prior to any modern development.  Secondly, it pinpoints areas within the Site 
that as a result of development are likely to have become archaeologically sterile.  The 
maps relevant to the Site are listed in Appendix B.

2.3.3 The earliest  map available for  study was the 1806 Draft  Map (Fig.  3).   The Site is 
shown to be within land attributed to  Welch's Heir  and Lower Farm.   Here the field 
boundary to the east is different to modern day, with the land extending to be equal with 
the field adjacently south of it. 

2.3.4 The next relevant map was the Inclosure Map of 1840 (Fig. 4).  It is similar to the Draft  
Map in that the field boundaries have not altered.  Land ownership is not stated on this 
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map, thus we cannot tell  if  the land has passed hands or not.   Here the north and 
eastern boundary to the site appear to be illustrated as a hedge and tree line.

2.3.5 By the time the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 5) was drawn up in 1885 the  
Site had almost assumed its present day configuration, with the eastern field boundary 
being moved to line up with the plots to the north.  The Site is shown to be bounded by 
hedgerows on the north and east side and is labelled Barnsbury House.  There is no  
actual house on the land, this label refers to the building in the next door plot to the 
north.

2.3.6 Little  appears to have altered on the Site and its environs on the 1901 2nd Edition 
Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 6).

2.4   Aerial Photographs
2.4.1 An aerial  photography assessment  was not  considered necessary for  this  particular  

development.

2.5   Earthworks
2.5.1 No earthworks are visible on the Site.  In the more immediate environs, a single ridge is  

recorded  running  east  to  west  across  pasture  behind  Queen's  College  Farm (HER 
11232)  around  450m  east  of  Site.   Further  away,  rectilinear  earthworks  potentially 
relating to Colvilles Manor can be seen on the south-eastern edge of Fulbourn.

2.6   Archaeological Excavations and Surveys
2.6.1 A number of archaeological evaluations and excavations have been carried out within 

the search area but none within the Site itself.  A complete list of fieldwork projects can  
be found in Table 4 of Appendix A.

2.6.2 An excavation carried out approximately 500m east of the Site close to Fulbourn station 
(ECB 848) in 1874 revealed the bodies of around 30 men dated to be of Roman origin  
along with a series of lime kilns.  These were dug about three foot apart with the largest  
being a shaft  about ten foot deep.  Abundant fragments of Roman pottery and animal 
bone were also recorded (Carter 1874).

2.6.3 A small evaluation at Fulbourn silo (ECB 978) approximately 500m east of Site was 
undertaken by Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit (CCC AFU) in 
1992.  A single undated gully was identified during the works (Bray & Way 1992).

2.6.4 Recovery work was carried out  by CCC AFU in 1998 at land off  the Shelford Road 
(ECB 978) after human bones were discovered by a digger driver.  No datable artefacts 
were  recovered  during  the  archaeological  works  but  radiocarbon  dating  proved  the 
burial to be of Roman origin (Duhig & Malim 1998).

2.6.5 A survey of the archaeological remains within Fulbourn Manor estate (ECB 560 and 
1988) were carried out by CCC AFU along with an aerial photograph assessment by Air 
Photo  Services  in  1999-2001.   A number  of  areas  of  archaeological  interest  were 
highlighted during this (Malim 2001).

2.6.6 Over the winter of 2002 to 2003 the systematic fieldwalking of Croft Field (ECB 2652),  
off  Station Road approximately 750m south-east of the Site, recovered worked flints 
and sherds  of  prehistoric,  Roman,  Saxon,  medieval  and post-medieval  pottery.   No 
specific concentrations of pottery from any period were identified, suggesting that the 
finds resulted from manuring (FVRG 2006).
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2.6.7 An  evaluation  by  CCC  AFU  (ECB  2038)  and  subsequent  excavation  (ECB  2303) 
carried out  by Essex County Council  Field Archaeology Unit  (ECC FAU) in  2006 to 
2007  at  The  Chantry,  approximately  500m  south-east  of  the  Site  produced  activity 
dating  from  the  prehistoric  period  through  to  the  medieval.   The  majority  of  the 
archaeology on site was of a 13th and 14th century date, with an array of pits, small  
scale smithing and three wells being uncovered (Germany 2007).

2.6.8 An  evaluation  (ECB  2672)  and  resulting  excavation  (ECB  2716)  carried  out  by 
Archaeological  Project  Solutions (APS) at  Hall  Farm on School  Lane,  around 650m 
south-east of the Site revealed evidence of a Saxon rural settlement dating from the 
mid 11th to the last quarter of the 12th century, with a limited quantity of earlier 10th to  
mid 11th century pottery suggesting an earlier phase to the settlement.  The remains of  
timber  structures,  refuse pits,  enclosure  and boundary ditches along with  two wells 
were seen (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).

2.6.9 An  evaluation  at  land  off  Thomas  Road  (ECB 2991)  in  2008  by  Heritage  Network 
revealed only natural and modern features (Saunders & Watkins 2008).
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3  DEPOSIT MAPPING 

3.1   Introduction
3.1.1 In this section, based on the mapping of all surrounding monuments and finds (as laid  

out in the previous sections), an attempt has been made to predict  the existence of 
further remains, specifically within the study area.

3.2   Prehistoric
3.2.1 Prehistoric  remains  generally  appear  at  low  levels  within  the  local  landscape.   A 

Scheduled Iron Age settlement site at Caudle Corner Farm opposite the Ida Darwin 
Hospital  1km  west  of  and  scattered  Neolithic  flints  and  Iron  Age  pottery  in  fields 
approximately 750m east of the Site show that there is clear prehistoric land use in the 
area, however these are located at such distances that the likelihood of there being 
remains on the Site of a prehistoric date are unlikely.

3.3   Roman
3.3.1 Roman activity is seen in the form of sub surface remains and extensive cropmarks just  

150m to 300m directly east of the Site.  Human remains, a series of substantially sized 
kilns and a possible villa have all  been identified from here along with collections of  
Roman pottery, glass and a number of coins.  The presence of a Roman villa at Hinton 
Fields 2km north-west of the Site along with complex associated cropmarks show that  
although this high status building is on the periphery of modern day Fulbourn, it is not  
out  of  the  question  for  these  settlement  remains  to  continue  beyond  their  known 
extents.   The Roman road of  Worsted Street  just  3km south-west  of  Fulbourn also 
reinforces the likelihood of there being a Roman presence in the area.  Overall  the 
potential for there being Roman remains on the Site is considered high.

3.4   Saxon
3.4.1 Fulbourn is known to have originated in the Saxon period and there is activity on the 

south-east  side of  Fulbourn with a Saxo-Norman settlement having been uncovered 
approximately 650m from the Site.  The church of St. Vigor in the village is also known 
to have had Saxon origins and is probably located at the heart of the original Saxon 
village.  The chance of Saxon remains on the Site is viewed as low.

3.5   Medieval
3.5.1 The eastern edges of the village are known to contain medieval remains, with a number  

of manor houses believed to have resided in this location.  Closer to the Site itself, an  
excavation  at  The  Chantry  (located  around  450m  to  the  south-east)  revealed  high 
levels of late medieval remains.  However, there is nothing on the HER that indicate 
anything from this period on the Site itself and it is thus assumed that the land was field 
at the time.  The archaeological potential for this period is therefore considered low to 
moderate.

3.6   Post-medieval
3.6.1 The earliest cartographic evidence shows that at the start of the 19th century the Site  

made up part of a larger field with its present day configuration being achieved by the  
time the 1th Edition Ordnance Survey Map was drawn up in 1885.  Thus it is unlikely 
that there are any post-medieval or modern remains within the Site.
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3.7   Rating
3.7.1 Based on the description of known finds and sites within the study area, as defined in  

the previous sections, a rating of low, moderate or high can be predicted for the survival 
of further remains within the Site.

Period Rating
Prehistoric Low

Roman High

Saxon Low

Medieval Moderate

Post-medieval Low
Table 1: Predicted rating for archaeological remains within the Site
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4  DEGREE OF SURVIVAL 
4.1.1 This section broadly assess the degree of survival of archaeological remains within the 

Site or in other words, what actions (either natural or man-made) may have affected 
any  potential  remains.   For  much  of  history  the  land  has  been  agricultural  land,  
meaning  that  apart  from  the  effects  of  ploughing,  the  preservation  of  buried 
archaeological remains should be good.

4.1.2 The two properties (Locksley House and Saxfield House) located within the same field 
as the Site and on the northern side of the entrance route are relatively new, having  
been  built  within  the  last  ten  years.   Thus  there  is  perhaps  some  potential  for  
disturbance on the Site as a result of this, through such means as nearby soil extraction 
and  movement.   Parts  of  the  Site  have  been  used  for  the  storage  of  very  large 
quantities of wooden logs and other such supplies for at least the last twenty years, 
with  temporary  structures  situated  in  the  south-eastern  corner  of  the  site.   This 
continual  movement  of  heavy goods and machinery across  the site  could  have the 
potential to have caused a small degree of disturbance to the buried archaeology.

4.1.3 However, overall there is no real reason why archaeological remains should not survive  
on an undeveloped site such a this.
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5  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1.1 The Site has been identified as having archaeological potential due to the high levels of  
archaeology  in  and  around  the  village  of  Fulbourn.   Archaeological  remains  and 
findspots  from all  periods  from the Neolithic  to  modern period have been identified 
throughout  Fulbourn.   Thus showing that  this area has been settled on and utilised 
without  any  real  periods  of  absence  or  abandonment  from  around  3500  BC  right  
through to modern day.  

5.1.2 The period from which finds  on the Site are  most  likely  to  be made is  the  Roman 
period, with extensive cropmarks and known Roman activity in adjacent fields and a 
Roman villa just outside the village, it is not unrealistic to assume that this settlement 
activity could continue into the proposed development area.  

5.1.3 A key aspect to the Site is that it is relatively unaffected by development.  It has been 
agricultural land for much of history, almost certainly though medieval times and later,  
this would have had minimal impact on any buried archaeological remains, implying the 
potential for good levels of archaeological preservation on Site.

6  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGING ARCHAEOLOGICAL RISK

6.1.1 The nature of the nearby known archaeological remains, will require a programme of 
archaeological investigation (almost certainly a Trial trench Evaluation) to be carried out 
as a planning condition.  Should significant archaeological remains be encountered at 
this stage, then mitigation (preservation by record) is the most likely outcome required 
by the Local Planing Authority, in advance of the development.
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APPENDIX A.  HER DATA

Table 2:  Summary of all HER information

HER number Name Evidence Date Designation Grid reference Event number

06230 Windmill, Fulbourn Extant Building 18th century to 19th century Listed Building TL 5102 5593

06231 Medieval crucifix, Fulbourn Find Spot Medieval TL 51 56

06236 Fulbourn Pumping Station Extant Building 19th century to 20th century TL 5126 5649

06237A Roman coins, Fulbourn Common Find Spot Roman TL 51 56

06242 Roman skull fragment, Fulbourn Find Spot Roman TL 520 566

06243 Furnace?, near Fulbourn railway station Sub Surface Deposit Unknown date TL 522 568 ECB848

06245 Moated site (possibly Colvilles Manor and 
chapel), Fulbourn

Sub Surface Deposit Medieval TL 526 560 ECB560
ECB2167

06286 Roman lime kilns and inhumations, Fulbourn Sub Surface Deposit Roman TL 519 567

06287 Roman site S of railway, Fulbourn Sub Surface Deposit Roman TL 522 567

06324 Fulbourn Manor Extant Building 16th century to 20th century Listed Building TL 5211 5614 ECB560

06483 Saint Vigor's Church, Fulbourn Extant Building Medieval to modern Listed Building TL 5207 562

06483a Saxon cross, Saint Vigor's Church, Fulbourn Find Saxon Listed Building TL 5207 5623

09305 Ring ditches, Fulbourn Cropmark Unknown date TL 518 573

09306 Enclosures and ring ditch, Fulbourn Cropmark Unknown date TL 510 561

06315 Iron Age settlement, Caudle Corner Farm Cropmark Iron Age Scheduled 
Monument

TL 5035 5674

09983 Fulbourn Manor, earthworks Earthwork Unknown date TL 523 562 ECB560

10240 Iron Age - Roman settlement, Fulbourn Find Early Iron Age to 5th century 
Roman

TL 507 567

10481 Inhumation, Kirklee House, Fulbourn Find Spot Post-medieval TL 5205 5620

10523 Fulbourn Silo, Roman pavement and undated 
ditch

Sub Surface Deposit Roman TL 5255 5680 ECB978
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HER number Name Evidence Date Designation Grid reference Event number

11228 Earthwork, Stonebridge Lane, Fulbourn Earthwork Unknown date TL 523 558

11230 Poorwell Water (pond), Fulbourn Earthwork Post-medieval TL 513 565

11232 Earthwork, Fulbourn Earthwork Unknown date TL 522 565

11782 Bronze object, Fulbourn area Find Spot Roman TL 51 56

12085 Congregational Chapel, Fulbourn Documentary Evidence Post-medieval TL 521 559

12281 Fulbourn Manor, Fulbourn Documentary Evidence 19th century to 20th century TL 525 560 ECB397

CB14598 Roman inhumations, Shelford Road, Fulbourn Sub Surface Deposit Roman TL 51300 55900

CB14721 Perimeter banks around Fulbourn Manor Park Earthwork Post-medieval TL 52404 56095

CB14722 Earthworks and cropmark, Fulbourn Manor Park Cropmark Medieval TL 52244 56096 ECB560

CB14930 Fulbourn United Reformed Church Extant Building 19th century to modern TL 5208 5580

MCB16119 Roman finds, Fulbourn Find Spot Roman TL 519 566

MCB16787 Socketed axe, Fulbourn Find Spot Bronze Age TL 51 55

MCB17229 Prehistoric and medieval remains, The Chantry, 
Fulbourn

Sub Surface Deposit Iron Age to Modern TL 5204 5639 ECB2038
ECB2303

MCB17543 Deer Park, Fulbourn Documentary Evidence 18th century TL 52423 55987

MCB17650 Multi-period fieldwalking finds, Fulbourn Find Spot Neolithic to 19th century TL 52482 56326 ECB2652

MCB17881 Cropmark complex, W of Station Road, Fulbourn Cropmark Unknown date TL 52196 56586

MCB17979 Saxo-Norman settlement, School Lane, 
Fulbourn

Sub Surface Deposit Saxo-Norman TL 5197 5613 ECB2672
ECB2716

MCB18117 Undated features, Thomas Road, Fulbourn Sub Surface Deposit Unknown date TL 50914 56607 ECB2991

MCB19412 All Saint's Church, Fulbourn Documentary Evidence Medieval to 18th century TL 5209 5619

MCB19921 Former railway station, Fulbourn Extant Building 19th century TL 5227 5679
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Table 3:  Summary of Listed Buildings

Designation ID Name Grade

DCB4701 Ludlows, Ludlow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB4702 1 Manor Walk, Fulbourn II

DCB4703 Fulbourne Manor House including the Ha Ha in Garden, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II

DCB4704 Coach House and Stables at Fulbourne Manor House, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II

DCB4705 48 Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB4706 Croft House, Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB4707 The Orchards, Station Road, Fulbourn II

DCB4717 St Martins Cottage, Apthorpe Street, Fulbourn II

DCB4720 Windmill, Cambridge Road, Fulbourn II

DCB4721 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37 Church Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB4722 House on High Street (East Side), Fulbourn II

DCB5037 Rose Cottage, Cow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5046 8 Home End, Fulbourn II

DCB5064 Alma Cottage, School Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5320 23 House on Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5321 63 and 65 Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5322 2 and 4 School Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5327 5 Ludlow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5333 21 Chrurch Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5500 11 Highfield House, Apthorpe Street, Fulbourn II*

DCB5502 The Old House, Home End, Fulbourn II

DCB5510 Church of St Vigor, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II*

DCB5511 Gate Piers and Finials to Entry to Fulbourne Manor House, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II

DCB5512 Fulbourne Old Manor House, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II
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Designation ID Name Grade

DCB5513 Inglenook, Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5765 The Maltings Buildings Immediately South of Malsters Cottage, Ludlow Lane, 
Fulbourn

II

DCB5766 Statue of William of Orange, Manor Walk, Fulbourn II

DCB5767 77 Station Road, Fulbourn II

DCB5851 15 Home End, Fulbourn II

DCB5854 Barretts Yard and Yew Lodge, Pierce Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5855 2 Stonebridge Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5901 House on Cow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5962 Cottage on Apthorpe Street, Fulbourn II

DCB5963 Flendyshe House, Ludlow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB5968 Malsters Cottage, Ludlow Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB6083 Normans Corner, Church Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB6417 Hall Farmhouse, School Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB6421 Cottage on Apthorpe Street, Fulbourn II

DCB6422 4 Chrurch Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB6423 15 Church Lane, Fulbourn II

DCB6424 Number 1 and Outbuilding at rear, High Street, Fulbourn II

DCB6425 Three Ways, Home End, Fulbourn II

DCB6821 Six Bells Public House, High Street, Fulbourn II

DCB6822 29 Hinton Road, Fulbourn II
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Table 4:  Summary of fieldwork

Event ID Name Organisation Date of work

ECB848 Excavations near Fulbourn Station, 1874 - 1874

ECB978 Evaluation at Fulbourn Silo, 1992 Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit 17/08/1992 - 19/08/1992

ECB397 Human remains recording, Shelford Road, Fulbourn, 1998 Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit 29/09/1998 - 30/09/1998

ECB1988 AP assessment, Fulbourn manor Estate, 1999-2001 Air Photo Services (Cambridge) 1999-2001

ECB560 Fulbourn Manor estate survey, 1999-2001 Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit 1999-2001

ECB2652 Fieldwalking survey of Croft Field, Fulbourn, 2002-3 Fulbourn Village History Society 01/11/2002 - 01/03/2003

ECB2038 Evaluation at Barleyfields, The Chantry, Fulbourn, 2005 Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit 07/09/2005 - 14/09/2005

ECB2303 Area excavation at the Chantry, Fulbourn, 2006 Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit 23/05/2006 - 27/06/2006

ECB2672 Evaluation at Hall Farm, School Lane, Fulbourn, 2007 Archaeological Project Services 13/08/2007 - 16/08/2008

ECB2716 Excavation at Hall Farm, School Lane, Fulbourn, 2007 Archaeological Project Services 30/08/2007 - 21/09/2007

ECB2991 Evaluation at Thomas Road, Fulbourn, 2008 The Heritage Network 03/07/2008 - 10/07/2008
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APPENDIX B.  LIST OF HISTORIC MAPS CONSULTED

Fulbourn Draft Map 1806

Fulbourn Inclosure Map 1840

1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map 1885

2nd Edition Ordnance Survey Map 1901
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Figure 3:  Draft Map of 1806
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Figure 4: Inclosure Map of 1840
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Figure 5: 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map 1885
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Figure 6: 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey Map 1901
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Plate 2: View of present use of site as storage

Plate 1:  View of entrance to site
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	1   Introduction
	1.1    General Background
	1.1.1 Oxford Archaeology East was commissioned by Savills to undertake a desk-based assessment (DBA) of land off Cox's Drove, Fulbourn (551744, 256617) (Fig. 1).  This report will consider the buried archaeological resource within the proposed development site (henceforth referred to as 'the Site') which could, if present, be directly impacted by any construction.
	1.1.2 A 1km search area, centred on the Site, was investigated in order to provide a context for discussion and interpretation of the known and potential resource within the Site.  Where appropriate, details of sites and monuments outside the search area have also been assessed.
	1.1.3 The work contained in this document is entirely produced from a desk-based assessment and does not include any data from detailed physical investigation at the Site (other than a site visit).

	1.2    Planning Background
	1.2.1 The Site is being proposed for the construction of six residential houses.  No planning application has been submitted yet to South Cambridgeshire Council.  This DBA will make up part of the planning application.

	1.3    Location, Geology and Topography 
	1.3.1 The village of Fulbourn lies about four miles east of the centre of Cambridge.  The Site itself is located on the northern periphery of the historic village approximately 80m south of the railway line and around 500m north-west of St. Vigor's church.  
	1.3.2 The Site is bounded by fields to the east and north.  To the west and south, residential gardens back onto the Site.  Beyond the field to the north is the Cambridge to Newmarket railway line, and beyond this are open fields.
	1.3.3 The underlying geology comprises West Melbury Marly Chalk Formation with Totternhoe Stone Member chalk and Zag Chalk Formation beyond to the east and south (BGS 2013).  The Site lies on a slight west facing slope at a height of between 17m and 18m OD.

	1.4    Site Visit
	1.4.1 A Site visit was conducted on the 13th August 2013 (Plates 1 and 2).  The Site at present consists of overgrown scrub land with semi-mature trees and shrubbery located throughout.  A gravel track runs from the entrance gate to two storage areas – a small area by the northern boundary and a much larger area in the south-eastern corner.  
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	2   Archaeological and Historical Sources 
	2.1    Historical Sources 
	2.1.1 No primary historical sources relating to Fulbourn have been used here.  The information within this report is taken rather from secondary sources.  There are plenty of secondary sources which relate to the history of Fulbourn, although not to the site itself.
	2.1.2 Fulbourn was originally part of the Flendish hundred, which was most likely created in the early 10th century and is first recorded in the Domesday Book (VCH 2002).  The name of the village is Saxon in origin, meaning “stream frequented by birds” and is recorded in 1050 as Fuulburne (Reaney 1943).  Fulbourn had the largest population in South Cambridgeshire in 1086 with a total of 91 residents.  In 1377 there were 426 poll tax payers, again the highest population in the region.  The population number fluctuated over the next centuries and by 1801 the village was recorded as containing 702 residents (Taylor 1998).  In the 2011 Census the population was recorded at almost 5000 people.
	2.1.3 Originally, the village of Fulbourn comprised two ecclesiastical parishes – that of All Saints and St. Vigor, the boundaries of which are not clear.  The two churches stood side by side in the same church yard until 1766 when All Saints' tower collapsed and was never rebuilt (Bray & Way 1992).  Then in 1775 an act of Parliament was passed to enable the inhabitants of the parish of All Saints to deconstruct the church (Lysons & Lysons 1808), during which, the medieval wall paintings were taken on boards from the church and are now in Trinity College library (Taylor 1998).  This act of Parliament also allowed for the vicar to officiate in the church of St. Vigor.  Even thereafter, the two parishes remained formally distinct, until their unification in 1876.
	2.1.4 These two churches belonged to the two principle Saxon manors and were presumably built by the rival lords of these manors to serve the unusually high medieval population of the village (Taylor 1998).  The manor held by the King at Domesday was known as Shardlowes by 1450, the manor held by John Fitzwaleran was known as Colvilles by 1390, whilst Geoffrey de Mandevilles Domesday manor was later known as Dunmowes.  The largest Domesday estate, that of Count Allen, was granted to Roger la Zouche in 1230 and formed the basis of Zouches manor.  The manor belonging to the Abbot of Ely at Domesday, known as Manners, was sold to Lord la Zouch in 1323 and incorporated into the Zouches manor estate in 1417 (FVRG 2006).
	2.1.5 Fragments of Zouches manor, historically the largest estate in the village, survive within the fabric of the present manor house, which is of late 16th to 20th century date, and is located adjacent to the parish church (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).

	2.2    The Historic Environment Record (HER)
	2.2.1 Cambridgeshire County Council retains a database of all recorded archaeological sites, Listed Buildings, findspots and archaeological events (evaluations, excavations etc.) within the county as well as other designations such as Conservation Areas and Scheduled Monuments.  The Cambridgeshire HER was consulted for information relating to the historic environment within the search area.  Selected records are shown in Figure 2 and all the data is provided in tabular format in Table 2 of Appendix A.
	2.2.2 The HER is not a record of all surviving elements of the historic environment but a record of finds recorded to date.  The information held within in not complete and does not preclude the subsequent discovery of further elements of the historic environment that are, at present, unknown.  
	2.2.3 The only finds dating from the Neolithic period were found during a fieldwalking survey in fields off Station Road by the Fulbourn Village History Society in 2002 to 2003 (MCB 17650).  It is recorded that they collected many worked flints including a flint 'handaxe'.  A number of pieces of fire-cracked flints were also recorded (see paragraph 2.6.4).  Further outside the HER search area a ground flint axe was found at New Cut, Fulbourn Fen in 1966 and another flint axe was found in Fulbourn Fen in 1967 (HER 06248).
	2.2.4 A single findspot dating to the Bronze Age has been found on the south side of Fulbourn in a field off the Babraham Road.  This consisted of a partial bronze socketed axe (MCB 16787).
	2.2.5 Low levels of Iron Age activity have been seen across Fulbourn.  Extensive crop marks consisting of large north-west to south-east orientated enclosures and other linear features believed to date to the pre-Roman or Roman Iron Age have been identified on the western edge of the village adjacent to the railway line and Teversham Road in fields by Caudle Corner Farm (HER 06315 and 10240).  This settlement is a Scheduled  Monument (SM No. 95) and thus considered of national importance.
	2.2.6 A number of Iron Age features were identified on a multi-period site at The Chantry in 2005-6 (MCB 17229, see paragraph 2.6.5) and during the fieldwalking survey further east in fields off Station Road, a number of Iron Age pottery sherds, along with Roman, Saxon, Medieval and post-medieval pottery were recovered (MCB 17650), although no specific concentrations were seen (see paragraph 2.6.4).
	2.2.7 Evidence for Roman activity is more prolific, however it appears to be concentrated in two areas – to the south-west and the north-east of the village.  A number of Roman coins found in association with bronze leaf shaped swords were found in a field on the north side of the Cambridge Road in the mid 1800s (HER 06237A).  In the same field a bronze object in the shape of a cockerel was also found during metal detecting (HER 11782).  These finds are likely to be associated with the (as yet) undated cropmarks in the same field (HER 09306) which were identified via aerial photography.
	2.2.8 On the north-east side of Fulbourn, extensive cropmarks consisting of a series of rectilinear and circular enclosures and linear features on a north-northeast to south-southwest alignment have been identified in fields to the west of Station Road and immediately south of the railway line and former railway station (MCB 17881).  Although classed as undated, these cropmarks are likely to be of a Roman origin, with a high level of Roman findspots within the field.
	2.2.9 A small-scale excavation carried out in 1980 by Richard Wombwell in this field found a range of Roman features including wall foundations and the remains of a possible workshop containing ironwork (HER 06287) along with Roman pottery, coins and glass. A fragment of human skull was found four years later upon Richard Wombwells return to the site (HER 06242).
	2.2.10 In the adjacent field to the west of the above finds, two pipe clay figurines and a Roman lamp were found in 1939 behind Barnsbury House (MCB 16119).  And during the making of the railway cutting in 1875 as many as 30 skeletons and a number of lime kilns containing Roman pottery and animal bone were discovered (HER 06286).
	2.2.11 Worthy of mention, although outside of the HER search area is the Roman Villa at Hinton Fields (HER 05099) approximately 2km north-west of Site.  Excavations here between 1978 and 1986 revealed wall foundations and disturbed floors along with ditches and posthole structures.  Finds consisted of Roman pottery, quern stones, building material (tesserae, brick, roof and floor tiles, mortar, plaster, clunch blocks), shell, animal bone and pieces of metalwork including brooches and pins.  The site has been dated as running from the 2nd to 5th century AD (Pullinger & White 1991).
	2.2.12 Also worthy of note, is the Roman road of Worsted Street (HER 07970) located to the south-west of Fulbourn and used today as the parish boundary.  This Scheduled Monument (SM26) runs from Worts Causeway to Horseheath, and its use locally was to connect Cambridge to the Icknield Way and the road to Great Chesterford (Malim et al. 1997).
	2.2.13 The only evidence for Saxon settlement in Fulbourn village is at St. Vigor's church (HER 06483) which has its origins in the Saxon period.  In 1868 a stone cross was found under the floor of the nave in the church (HER 06483a).  The pattern on both sides consists of knots and an open six-cord plait, which are typical of Anglo-Saxon carved stones in East Anglia.
	2.2.14 A Saxo-Norman settlement was discovered during excavations at School Lane (MCB 17979, see paragraph 2.6.6) where the remains of timber structures, pits, boundary ditches and wells were recorded.
	2.2.15 Although outside of the HER search area The Fleam Dyke (HER 07889), situated to the south-east of Fulbourn and used today as a parish boundary, is worthy of consideration too.  This massive Scheduled earthwork monument (SM No. 6) consisted of a 7m to 8m high bank and ditched barrier, which ran from Balsham to Shardelowes Well at Fulbourn (Malim et al. 1997).  Its original purpose was most likely to be defensive, built by the Anglo-Saxons to defend their core settlements from attack.  However, it does hold a clear relationship with a Bronze Age barrow at Mutlow Hill which was reused by the Romans as a temple.  Thus implying the dyke having a symbolic meaning also.
	2.2.16 Reference to medieval remains in Fulbourn predominantly refer to the remains of manorial houses located in the village.  The possible site of Colvilles Manor and chapel is located to the south-east of the village off Stonebridge Lane (HER 06245).  Excavations here  revealed several phases of a clunch building.  Little pottery or animal bone was recovered, but significant finds included a medieval silver penny and a 15th century book clasp.
	2.2.17 A few hundred metres west, medieval cropmarks consisting of a bank, enclosure and ridge and furrow (CB 14722) associated with Fulbourn Manor (HER 06324) have been identified via aerial photography.
	2.2.18 Other medieval finds include the findspot of a crucifix having been found in 1848 in a field off the Cambridge Road (HER 06231) which is said to have consisted of ornate blue and red champlevé enamel.
	2.2.19 A multi-phase site at The Chantry contained high levels of medieval remains, pits and wells containing 14th to 16th century pottery along with small scale smithing and a cobbled surface (MCB 17229, see paragraph 2.6.5) have also been identified in the village.
	2.2.20 Listed buildings dated to the post-medieval period are listed in Table 3 of Appendix A and thus are not mentioned here to any extent.  The only listed building of note is 28 Cow Lane (DCB 5901) which is situated adjacent to the Sites entrance.  This Grade II listed building dates to the 17th century with 18th and 19th century remodelling.
	2.2.21 Evidence for post-medieval activity can be seen in varying places across Fulbourn.  On the north side of the village between Cow Lane and Cox's Drove is Poorwell Water (HER 11230) designated as the villages main water supply.  It consists of a large depression with regular, straight sides with two mounds inside.
	2.2.22 The HER lists this as post-medieval however, the VCH states that it was possibly in use by 1335 and named Poor's Well in 1437 (VCH 2002).  It is listed on the 1840 Inclosure Map as Public Watering Place Poor's Well and on the 1886 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map as Poorwell Water.  Adjacent to Poorwell Water is Fulbourn Pumping Station (HER 06236), built in 1884 to provide water across the village it was superseded by pumps at Fleam Dyke in 1912.
	2.2.23 On the north-east edge of the village is the location of the former railway station (MCB 19921).  Built in 1852 on Hay Street, which was later renamed Station Road, it was closed in 1967 and its buildings demolished after 1973.  The railway line itself remains in use.
	2.2.24 A number of post-medieval earthworks can be seen to the south-east of Fulbourn in grounds next to Stonebridge Lane.  This is the location of a deer park (MCB 17543) dating from the 1700s and contains cropmarks and earthworks of rectilinear enclosures and ridge and furrow and is possibly the site of Colvilles Manor and Chapel.  
	2.2.25 Also located in this area is the 18th century park and garden of Fulbourn Manor (HER 12281) which consists of a lawn, kitchen garden, folly, ha ha and parkland.  Also situated here is a perimeter bank (CB14721) around the park.

	2.3    Cartographic Evidence
	2.3.1 A search was undertaken of all historic manuscript maps and Ordnance Survey maps held at the Cambridgeshire Archives Office at Shire Hall in Cambridge.  The maps available for study ranged in date from the early 19th century to the present day.
	2.3.2 The study of maps and associated historical sources helps to clarify the archaeological potential of the Site in two ways.  Firstly, it suggests aspects of the medieval and later land-use prior to any modern development.  Secondly, it pinpoints areas within the Site that as a result of development are likely to have become archaeologically sterile.  The maps relevant to the Site are listed in Appendix B.
	2.3.3 The earliest map available for study was the 1806 Draft Map (Fig. 3).  The Site is shown to be within land attributed to Welch's Heir and Lower Farm.  Here the field boundary to the east is different to modern day, with the land extending to be equal with the field adjacently south of it. 
	2.3.4 The next relevant map was the Inclosure Map of 1840 (Fig. 4).  It is similar to the Draft Map in that the field boundaries have not altered.  Land ownership is not stated on this map, thus we cannot tell if the land has passed hands or not.  Here the north and eastern boundary to the site appear to be illustrated as a hedge and tree line.
	2.3.5 By the time the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 5) was drawn up in 1885 the Site had almost assumed its present day configuration, with the eastern field boundary being moved to line up with the plots to the north.  The Site is shown to be bounded by hedgerows on the north and east side and is labelled Barnsbury House.  There is no actual house on the land, this label refers to the building in the next door plot to the north.
	2.3.6 Little appears to have altered on the Site and its environs on the 1901 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 6).

	2.4    Aerial Photographs
	2.4.1 An aerial photography assessment was not considered necessary for this particular development.

	2.5    Earthworks
	2.5.1 No earthworks are visible on the Site.  In the more immediate environs, a single ridge is recorded running east to west across pasture behind Queen's College Farm (HER 11232) around 450m east of Site.  Further away, rectilinear earthworks potentially relating to Colvilles Manor can be seen on the south-eastern edge of Fulbourn.

	2.6    Archaeological Excavations and Surveys
	2.6.1 A number of archaeological evaluations and excavations have been carried out within the search area but none within the Site itself.  A complete list of fieldwork projects can be found in Table 4 of Appendix A.
	2.6.2 An excavation carried out approximately 500m east of the Site close to Fulbourn station (ECB 848) in 1874 revealed the bodies of around 30 men dated to be of Roman origin along with a series of lime kilns.  These were dug about three foot apart with the largest being a shaft about ten foot deep.  Abundant fragments of Roman pottery and animal bone were also recorded (Carter 1874).
	2.6.3 A small evaluation at Fulbourn silo (ECB 978) approximately 500m east of Site was undertaken by Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit (CCC AFU) in 1992.  A single undated gully was identified during the works (Bray & Way 1992).
	2.6.4 Recovery work was carried out by CCC AFU in 1998 at land off the Shelford Road (ECB 978) after human bones were discovered by a digger driver.  No datable artefacts were recovered during the archaeological works but radiocarbon dating proved the burial to be of Roman origin (Duhig & Malim 1998).
	2.6.5 A survey of the archaeological remains within Fulbourn Manor estate (ECB 560 and 1988) were carried out by CCC AFU along with an aerial photograph assessment by Air Photo Services in 1999-2001.  A number of areas of archaeological interest were highlighted during this (Malim 2001).
	2.6.6 Over the winter of 2002 to 2003 the systematic fieldwalking of Croft Field (ECB 2652), off Station Road approximately 750m south-east of the Site, recovered worked flints and sherds of prehistoric, Roman, Saxon, medieval and post-medieval pottery.  No specific concentrations of pottery from any period were identified, suggesting that the finds resulted from manuring (FVRG 2006).
	2.6.7 An evaluation by CCC AFU (ECB 2038) and subsequent excavation (ECB 2303) carried out by Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit (ECC FAU) in 2006 to 2007 at The Chantry, approximately 500m south-east of the Site produced activity dating from the prehistoric period through to the medieval.  The majority of the archaeology on site was of a 13th and 14th century date, with an array of pits, small scale smithing and three wells being uncovered (Germany 2007).
	2.6.8 An evaluation (ECB 2672) and resulting excavation (ECB 2716) carried out by Archaeological Project Solutions (APS) at Hall Farm on School Lane, around 650m south-east of the Site revealed evidence of a Saxon rural settlement dating from the mid 11th to the last quarter of the 12th century, with a limited quantity of earlier 10th to mid 11th century pottery suggesting an earlier phase to the settlement.  The remains of timber structures, refuse pits, enclosure and boundary ditches along with two wells were seen (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).
	2.6.9 An evaluation at land off Thomas Road (ECB 2991) in 2008 by Heritage Network revealed only natural and modern features (Saunders & Watkins 2008).


	3   Deposit Mapping 
	3.1    Introduction
	3.1.1 In this section, based on the mapping of all surrounding monuments and finds (as laid out in the previous sections), an attempt has been made to predict the existence of further remains, specifically within the study area.

	3.2    Prehistoric
	3.2.1 Prehistoric remains generally appear at low levels within the local landscape.  A Scheduled Iron Age settlement site at Caudle Corner Farm opposite the Ida Darwin Hospital 1km west of and scattered Neolithic flints and Iron Age pottery in fields approximately 750m east of the Site show that there is clear prehistoric land use in the area, however these are located at such distances that the likelihood of there being remains on the Site of a prehistoric date are unlikely.

	3.3    Roman
	3.3.1 Roman activity is seen in the form of sub surface remains and extensive cropmarks just 150m to 300m directly east of the Site.  Human remains, a series of substantially sized kilns and a possible villa have all been identified from here along with collections of Roman pottery, glass and a number of coins.  The presence of a Roman villa at Hinton Fields 2km north-west of the Site along with complex associated cropmarks show that although this high status building is on the periphery of modern day Fulbourn, it is not out of the question for these settlement remains to continue beyond their known extents.  The Roman road of Worsted Street just 3km south-west of Fulbourn also reinforces the likelihood of there being a Roman presence in the area.  Overall the potential for there being Roman remains on the Site is considered high.

	3.4    Saxon
	3.4.1 Fulbourn is known to have originated in the Saxon period and there is activity on the south-east side of Fulbourn with a Saxo-Norman settlement having been uncovered approximately 650m from the Site.  The church of St. Vigor in the village is also known to have had Saxon origins and is probably located at the heart of the original Saxon village.  The chance of Saxon remains on the Site is viewed as low.

	3.5    Medieval
	3.5.1 The eastern edges of the village are known to contain medieval remains, with a number of manor houses believed to have resided in this location.  Closer to the Site itself, an excavation at The Chantry (located around 450m to the south-east) revealed high levels of late medieval remains.  However, there is nothing on the HER that indicate anything from this period on the Site itself and it is thus assumed that the land was field at the time.  The archaeological potential for this period is therefore considered low to moderate.

	3.6    Post-medieval
	3.6.1 The earliest cartographic evidence shows that at the start of the 19th century the Site made up part of a larger field with its present day configuration being achieved by the time the 1th Edition Ordnance Survey Map was drawn up in 1885.  Thus it is unlikely that there are any post-medieval or modern remains within the Site.

	3.7    Rating
	3.7.1 Based on the description of known finds and sites within the study area, as defined in the previous sections, a rating of low, moderate or high can be predicted for the survival of further remains within the Site.
	Table 1: Predicted rating for archaeological remains within the Site


	4   Degree of Survival 
	4.1.1 This section broadly assess the degree of survival of archaeological remains within the Site or in other words, what actions (either natural or man-made) may have affected any potential remains.  For much of history the land has been agricultural land, meaning that apart from the effects of ploughing, the preservation of buried archaeological remains should be good.
	4.1.2 The two properties (Locksley House and Saxfield House) located within the same field as the Site and on the northern side of the entrance route are relatively new, having been built within the last ten years.  Thus there is perhaps some potential for disturbance on the Site as a result of this, through such means as nearby soil extraction and movement.  Parts of the Site have been used for the storage of very large quantities of wooden logs and other such supplies for at least the last twenty years, with temporary structures situated in the south-eastern corner of the site.  This continual movement of heavy goods and machinery across the site could have the potential to have caused a small degree of disturbance to the buried archaeology.
	4.1.3 However, overall there is no real reason why archaeological remains should not survive on an undeveloped site such a this.

	5   Recommendations For Managing Archaeological Risk
	5.1.1 The nature of the nearby known archaeological remains, will require a programme of archaeological investigation (almost certainly a Trial trench Evaluation) to be carried out as a planning condition.  Should significant archaeological remains be encountered at this stage, then mitigation (preservation by record) is the most likely outcome required by the Local Planing Authority, in advance of the development.

	6   Discussion and Conclusions
	6.1.1 The Site has been identified as having archaeological potential due to the high levels of archaeology in and around the village of Fulbourn.  Archaeological remains and findspots from all periods from the Neolithic to modern period have been identified throughout Fulbourn.  Thus showing that this area has been settled on and utilised without any real periods of absence or abandonment from around 3500 BC right through to modern day.  
	6.1.2 The period from which finds on the Site are most likely to be made is the Roman period, with extensive cropmarks and known Roman activity in adjacent fields and a Roman villa just outside the village, it is not unrealistic to assume that this settlement activity could continue into the proposed development area.  
	6.1.3 A key aspect to the Site is that it is relatively unaffected by development.  It has been agricultural land for much of history, almost certainly though medieval times and later, this would have had minimal impact on any buried archaeological remains, implying the potential for good levels of archaeological preservation on Site.
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	1   Introduction
	1.1    General Background
	1.1.1 Oxford Archaeology East was commissioned by Savills to undertake a desk-based assessment (DBA) of land off Cox's Drove, Fulbourn (551744, 256617) (Fig. 1).  This report will consider the buried archaeological resource within the proposed development site (henceforth referred to as 'the Site') which could, if present, be directly impacted by any construction.
	1.1.2 A 1km search area, centred on the Site, was investigated in order to provide a context for discussion and interpretation of the known and potential resource within the Site.  Where appropriate, details of sites and monuments outside the search area have also been assessed.
	1.1.3 The work contained in this document is entirely produced from a desk-based assessment and does not include any data from detailed physical investigation at the Site (other than a site visit).

	1.2    Planning Background
	1.2.1 The Site is being proposed for the construction of six residential houses.  No planning application has been submitted yet to South Cambridgeshire Council.  This DBA will make up part of the planning application.

	1.3    Location, Geology and Topography 
	1.3.1 The village of Fulbourn lies about four miles east of the centre of Cambridge.  The Site itself is located on the northern periphery of the historic village approximately 80m south of the railway line and around 500m north-west of St. Vigor's church.  
	1.3.2 The Site is bounded by fields to the east and north.  To the west and south, residential gardens back onto the Site.  Beyond the field to the north is the Cambridge to Newmarket railway line, and beyond this are open fields.
	1.3.3 The underlying geology comprises West Melbury Marly Chalk Formation with Totternhoe Stone Member chalk and Zag Chalk Formation beyond to the east and south (BGS 2013).  The Site lies on a slight west facing slope at a height of between 17m and 18m OD.

	1.4    Site Visit
	1.4.1 A Site visit was conducted on the 13th August 2013 (Plates 1 and 2).  The Site at present consists of overgrown scrub land with semi-mature trees and shrubbery located throughout.  A gravel track runs from the entrance gate to two storage areas – a small area by the northern boundary and a much larger area in the south-eastern corner.  

	1.5    Acknowledgements
	1.5.1 The author would like to thank Coxdrove Developments Ltd for commissioning and funding the report.  Thanks also go to Steve Graham who visited the Cambridgeshire Archives on the authors behalf and to Steve Morgan who tabulated the HER data.  The project was managed by Stephen Macaulay.


	2   Archaeological and Historical Sources 
	2.1    Historical Sources 
	2.1.1 No primary historical sources relating to Fulbourn have been used here.  The information within this report is taken rather from secondary sources.  There are plenty of secondary sources which relate to the history of Fulbourn, although not to the site itself.
	2.1.2 Fulbourn was originally part of the Flendish hundred, which was most likely created in the early 10th century and is first recorded in the Domesday Book (VCH 2002).  The name of the village is Saxon in origin, meaning “stream frequented by birds” and is recorded in 1050 as Fuulburne (Reaney 1943).  Fulbourn had the largest population in South Cambridgeshire in 1086 with a total of 91 residents.  In 1377 there were 426 poll tax payers, again the highest population in the region.  The population number fluctuated over the next centuries and by 1801 the village was recorded as containing 702 residents (Taylor 1998).  In the 2011 Census the population was recorded at almost 5000 people.
	2.1.3 Originally, the village of Fulbourn comprised two ecclesiastical parishes – that of All Saints and St. Vigor, the boundaries of which are not clear.  The two churches stood side by side in the same church yard until 1766 when All Saints' tower collapsed and was never rebuilt (Bray & Way 1992).  Then in 1775 an act of Parliament was passed to enable the inhabitants of the parish of All Saints to deconstruct the church (Lysons & Lysons 1808), during which, the medieval wall paintings were taken on boards from the church and are now in Trinity College library (Taylor 1998).  This act of Parliament also allowed for the vicar to officiate in the church of St. Vigor.  Even thereafter, the two parishes remained formally distinct, until their unification in 1876.
	2.1.4 These two churches belonged to the two principle Saxon manors and were presumably built by the rival lords of these manors to serve the unusually high medieval population of the village (Taylor 1998).  The manor held by the King at Domesday was known as Shardlowes by 1450, the manor held by John Fitzwaleran was known as Colvilles by 1390, whilst Geoffrey de Mandevilles Domesday manor was later known as Dunmowes.  The largest Domesday estate, that of Count Allen, was granted to Roger la Zouche in 1230 and formed the basis of Zouches manor.  The manor belonging to the Abbot of Ely at Domesday, known as Manners, was sold to Lord la Zouch in 1323 and incorporated into the Zouches manor estate in 1417 (FVRG 2006).
	2.1.5 Fragments of Zouches manor, historically the largest estate in the village, survive within the fabric of the present manor house, which is of late 16th to 20th century date, and is located adjacent to the parish church (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).

	2.2    The Historic Environment Record (HER)
	2.2.1 Cambridgeshire County Council retains a database of all recorded archaeological sites, Listed Buildings, findspots and archaeological events (evaluations, excavations etc.) within the county as well as other designations such as Conservation Areas and Scheduled Monuments.  The Cambridgeshire HER was consulted for information relating to the historic environment within the search area.  Selected records are shown in Figure 2 and all the data is provided in tabular format in Table 2 of Appendix A.
	2.2.2 The HER is not a record of all surviving elements of the historic environment but a record of finds recorded to date.  The information held within in not complete and does not preclude the subsequent discovery of further elements of the historic environment that are, at present, unknown.  
	2.2.3 The only finds dating from the Neolithic period were found during a fieldwalking survey in fields off Station Road by the Fulbourn Village History Society in 2002 to 2003 (MCB 17650).  It is recorded that they collected many worked flints including a flint 'handaxe'.  A number of pieces of fire-cracked flints were also recorded (see paragraph 2.6.4).  Further outside the HER search area a ground flint axe was found at New Cut, Fulbourn Fen in 1966 and another flint axe was found in Fulbourn Fen in 1967 (HER 06248).
	2.2.4 A single findspot dating to the Bronze Age has been found on the south side of Fulbourn in a field off the Babraham Road.  This consisted of a partial bronze socketed axe (MCB 16787).
	2.2.5 Low levels of Iron Age activity have been seen across Fulbourn.  Extensive crop marks consisting of large north-west to south-east orientated enclosures and other linear features believed to date to the pre-Roman or Roman Iron Age have been identified on the western edge of the village adjacent to the railway line and Teversham Road in fields by Caudle Corner Farm (HER 06315 and 10240).  This settlement is a Scheduled  Monument (SM No. 95) and thus considered of national importance.
	2.2.6 A number of Iron Age features were identified on a multi-period site at The Chantry in 2005-6 (MCB 17229, see paragraph 2.6.5) and during the fieldwalking survey further east in fields off Station Road, a number of Iron Age pottery sherds, along with Roman, Saxon, Medieval and post-medieval pottery were recovered (MCB 17650), although no specific concentrations were seen (see paragraph 2.6.4).
	2.2.7 Evidence for Roman activity is more prolific, however it appears to be concentrated in two areas – to the south-west and the north-east of the village.  A number of Roman coins found in association with bronze leaf shaped swords were found in a field on the north side of the Cambridge Road in the mid 1800s (HER 06237A).  In the same field a bronze object in the shape of a cockerel was also found during metal detecting (HER 11782).  These finds are likely to be associated with the (as yet) undated cropmarks in the same field (HER 09306) which were identified via aerial photography.
	2.2.8 On the north-east side of Fulbourn, extensive cropmarks consisting of a series of rectilinear and circular enclosures and linear features on a north-northeast to south-southwest alignment have been identified in fields to the west of Station Road and immediately south of the railway line and former railway station (MCB 17881).  Although classed as undated, these cropmarks are likely to be of a Roman origin, with a high level of Roman findspots within the field.
	2.2.9 A small-scale excavation carried out in 1980 by Richard Wombwell in this field found a range of Roman features including wall foundations and the remains of a possible workshop containing ironwork (HER 06287) along with Roman pottery, coins and glass. A fragment of human skull was found four years later upon Richard Wombwells return to the site (HER 06242).
	2.2.10 In the adjacent field to the west of the above finds, two pipe clay figurines and a Roman lamp were found in 1939 behind Barnsbury House (MCB 16119).  And during the making of the railway cutting in 1875 as many as 30 skeletons and a number of lime kilns containing Roman pottery and animal bone were discovered (HER 06286).
	2.2.11 Worthy of mention, although outside of the HER search area is the Roman Villa at Hinton Fields (HER 05099) approximately 2km north-west of Site.  Excavations here between 1978 and 1986 revealed wall foundations and disturbed floors along with ditches and posthole structures.  Finds consisted of Roman pottery, quern stones, building material (tesserae, brick, roof and floor tiles, mortar, plaster, clunch blocks), shell, animal bone and pieces of metalwork including brooches and pins.  The site has been dated as running from the 2nd to 5th century AD (Pullinger & White 1991).
	2.2.12 Also worthy of note, is the Roman road of Worsted Street (HER 07970) located to the south-west of Fulbourn and used today as the parish boundary.  This Scheduled Monument (SM26) runs from Worts Causeway to Horseheath, and its use locally was to connect Cambridge to the Icknield Way and the road to Great Chesterford (Malim et al. 1997).
	2.2.13 The only evidence for Saxon settlement in Fulbourn village is at St. Vigor's church (HER 06483) which has its origins in the Saxon period.  In 1868 a stone cross was found under the floor of the nave in the church (HER 06483a).  The pattern on both sides consists of knots and an open six-cord plait, which are typical of Anglo-Saxon carved stones in East Anglia.
	2.2.14 A Saxo-Norman settlement was discovered during excavations at School Lane (MCB 17979, see paragraph 2.6.6) where the remains of timber structures, pits, boundary ditches and wells were recorded.
	2.2.15 Although outside of the HER search area The Fleam Dyke (HER 07889), situated to the south-east of Fulbourn and used today as a parish boundary, is worthy of consideration too.  This massive Scheduled earthwork monument (SM No. 6) consisted of a 7m to 8m high bank and ditched barrier, which ran from Balsham to Shardelowes Well at Fulbourn (Malim et al. 1997).  Its original purpose was most likely to be defensive, built by the Anglo-Saxons to defend their core settlements from attack.  However, it does hold a clear relationship with a Bronze Age barrow at Mutlow Hill which was reused by the Romans as a temple.  Thus implying the dyke having a symbolic meaning also.
	2.2.16 Reference to medieval remains in Fulbourn predominantly refer to the remains of manorial houses located in the village.  The possible site of Colvilles Manor and chapel is located to the south-east of the village off Stonebridge Lane (HER 06245).  Excavations here  revealed several phases of a clunch building.  Little pottery or animal bone was recovered, but significant finds included a medieval silver penny and a 15th century book clasp.
	2.2.17 A few hundred metres west, medieval cropmarks consisting of a bank, enclosure and ridge and furrow (CB 14722) associated with Fulbourn Manor (HER 06324) have been identified via aerial photography.
	2.2.18 Other medieval finds include the findspot of a crucifix having been found in 1848 in a field off the Cambridge Road (HER 06231) which is said to have consisted of ornate blue and red champlevé enamel.
	2.2.19 A multi-phase site at The Chantry contained high levels of medieval remains, pits and wells containing 14th to 16th century pottery along with small scale smithing and a cobbled surface (MCB 17229, see paragraph 2.6.5) have also been identified in the village.
	2.2.20 Listed buildings dated to the post-medieval period are listed in Table 3 of Appendix A and thus are not mentioned here to any extent.  The only listed building of note is 28 Cow Lane (DCB 5901) which is situated adjacent to the Sites entrance.  This Grade II listed building dates to the 17th century with 18th and 19th century remodelling.
	2.2.21 Evidence for post-medieval activity can be seen in varying places across Fulbourn.  On the north side of the village between Cow Lane and Cox's Drove is Poorwell Water (HER 11230) designated as the villages main water supply.  It consists of a large depression with regular, straight sides with two mounds inside.
	2.2.22 The HER lists this as post-medieval however, the VCH states that it was possibly in use by 1335 and named Poor's Well in 1437 (VCH 2002).  It is listed on the 1840 Inclosure Map as Public Watering Place Poor's Well and on the 1886 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map as Poorwell Water.  Adjacent to Poorwell Water is Fulbourn Pumping Station (HER 06236), built in 1884 to provide water across the village it was superseded by pumps at Fleam Dyke in 1912.
	2.2.23 On the north-east edge of the village is the location of the former railway station (MCB 19921).  Built in 1852 on Hay Street, which was later renamed Station Road, it was closed in 1967 and its buildings demolished after 1973.  The railway line itself remains in use.
	2.2.24 A number of post-medieval earthworks can be seen to the south-east of Fulbourn in grounds next to Stonebridge Lane.  This is the location of a deer park (MCB 17543) dating from the 1700s and contains cropmarks and earthworks of rectilinear enclosures and ridge and furrow and is possibly the site of Colvilles Manor and Chapel.  
	2.2.25 Also located in this area is the 18th century park and garden of Fulbourn Manor (HER 12281) which consists of a lawn, kitchen garden, folly, ha ha and parkland.  Also situated here is a perimeter bank (CB14721) around the park.

	2.3    Cartographic Evidence
	2.3.1 A search was undertaken of all historic manuscript maps and Ordnance Survey maps held at the Cambridgeshire Archives Office at Shire Hall in Cambridge.  The maps available for study ranged in date from the early 19th century to the present day.
	2.3.2 The study of maps and associated historical sources helps to clarify the archaeological potential of the Site in two ways.  Firstly, it suggests aspects of the medieval and later land-use prior to any modern development.  Secondly, it pinpoints areas within the Site that as a result of development are likely to have become archaeologically sterile.  The maps relevant to the Site are listed in Appendix B.
	2.3.3 The earliest map available for study was the 1806 Draft Map (Fig. 3).  The Site is shown to be within land attributed to Welch's Heir and Lower Farm.  Here the field boundary to the east is different to modern day, with the land extending to be equal with the field adjacently south of it. 
	2.3.4 The next relevant map was the Inclosure Map of 1840 (Fig. 4).  It is similar to the Draft Map in that the field boundaries have not altered.  Land ownership is not stated on this map, thus we cannot tell if the land has passed hands or not.  Here the north and eastern boundary to the site appear to be illustrated as a hedge and tree line.
	2.3.5 By the time the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 5) was drawn up in 1885 the Site had almost assumed its present day configuration, with the eastern field boundary being moved to line up with the plots to the north.  The Site is shown to be bounded by hedgerows on the north and east side and is labelled Barnsbury House.  There is no actual house on the land, this label refers to the building in the next door plot to the north.
	2.3.6 Little appears to have altered on the Site and its environs on the 1901 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Fig. 6).

	2.4    Aerial Photographs
	2.4.1 An aerial photography assessment was not considered necessary for this particular development.

	2.5    Earthworks
	2.5.1 No earthworks are visible on the Site.  In the more immediate environs, a single ridge is recorded running east to west across pasture behind Queen's College Farm (HER 11232) around 450m east of Site.  Further away, rectilinear earthworks potentially relating to Colvilles Manor can be seen on the south-eastern edge of Fulbourn.

	2.6    Archaeological Excavations and Surveys
	2.6.1 A number of archaeological evaluations and excavations have been carried out within the search area but none within the Site itself.  A complete list of fieldwork projects can be found in Table 4 of Appendix A.
	2.6.2 An excavation carried out approximately 500m east of the Site close to Fulbourn station (ECB 848) in 1874 revealed the bodies of around 30 men dated to be of Roman origin along with a series of lime kilns.  These were dug about three foot apart with the largest being a shaft about ten foot deep.  Abundant fragments of Roman pottery and animal bone were also recorded (Carter 1874).
	2.6.3 A small evaluation at Fulbourn silo (ECB 978) approximately 500m east of Site was undertaken by Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Unit (CCC AFU) in 1992.  A single undated gully was identified during the works (Bray & Way 1992).
	2.6.4 Recovery work was carried out by CCC AFU in 1998 at land off the Shelford Road (ECB 978) after human bones were discovered by a digger driver.  No datable artefacts were recovered during the archaeological works but radiocarbon dating proved the burial to be of Roman origin (Duhig & Malim 1998).
	2.6.5 A survey of the archaeological remains within Fulbourn Manor estate (ECB 560 and 1988) were carried out by CCC AFU along with an aerial photograph assessment by Air Photo Services in 1999-2001.  A number of areas of archaeological interest were highlighted during this (Malim 2001).
	2.6.6 Over the winter of 2002 to 2003 the systematic fieldwalking of Croft Field (ECB 2652), off Station Road approximately 750m south-east of the Site, recovered worked flints and sherds of prehistoric, Roman, Saxon, medieval and post-medieval pottery.  No specific concentrations of pottery from any period were identified, suggesting that the finds resulted from manuring (FVRG 2006).
	2.6.7 An evaluation by CCC AFU (ECB 2038) and subsequent excavation (ECB 2303) carried out by Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit (ECC FAU) in 2006 to 2007 at The Chantry, approximately 500m south-east of the Site produced activity dating from the prehistoric period through to the medieval.  The majority of the archaeology on site was of a 13th and 14th century date, with an array of pits, small scale smithing and three wells being uncovered (Germany 2007).
	2.6.8 An evaluation (ECB 2672) and resulting excavation (ECB 2716) carried out by Archaeological Project Solutions (APS) at Hall Farm on School Lane, around 650m south-east of the Site revealed evidence of a Saxon rural settlement dating from the mid 11th to the last quarter of the 12th century, with a limited quantity of earlier 10th to mid 11th century pottery suggesting an earlier phase to the settlement.  The remains of timber structures, refuse pits, enclosure and boundary ditches along with two wells were seen (Bradley-Lovekin 2008).
	2.6.9 An evaluation at land off Thomas Road (ECB 2991) in 2008 by Heritage Network revealed only natural and modern features (Saunders & Watkins 2008).


	3   Deposit Mapping 
	3.1    Introduction
	3.1.1 In this section, based on the mapping of all surrounding monuments and finds (as laid out in the previous sections), an attempt has been made to predict the existence of further remains, specifically within the study area.

	3.2    Prehistoric
	3.2.1 Prehistoric remains generally appear at low levels within the local landscape.  A Scheduled Iron Age settlement site at Caudle Corner Farm opposite the Ida Darwin Hospital 1km west of and scattered Neolithic flints and Iron Age pottery in fields approximately 750m east of the Site show that there is clear prehistoric land use in the area, however these are located at such distances that the likelihood of there being remains on the Site of a prehistoric date are unlikely.

	3.3    Roman
	3.3.1 Roman activity is seen in the form of sub surface remains and extensive cropmarks just 150m to 300m directly east of the Site.  Human remains, a series of substantially sized kilns and a possible villa have all been identified from here along with collections of Roman pottery, glass and a number of coins.  The presence of a Roman villa at Hinton Fields 2km north-west of the Site along with complex associated cropmarks show that although this high status building is on the periphery of modern day Fulbourn, it is not out of the question for these settlement remains to continue beyond their known extents.  The Roman road of Worsted Street just 3km south-west of Fulbourn also reinforces the likelihood of there being a Roman presence in the area.  Overall the potential for there being Roman remains on the Site is considered high.

	3.4    Saxon
	3.4.1 Fulbourn is known to have originated in the Saxon period and there is activity on the south-east side of Fulbourn with a Saxo-Norman settlement having been uncovered approximately 650m from the Site.  The church of St. Vigor in the village is also known to have had Saxon origins and is probably located at the heart of the original Saxon village.  The chance of Saxon remains on the Site is viewed as low.

	3.5    Medieval
	3.5.1 The eastern edges of the village are known to contain medieval remains, with a number of manor houses believed to have resided in this location.  Closer to the Site itself, an excavation at The Chantry (located around 450m to the south-east) revealed high levels of late medieval remains.  However, there is nothing on the HER that indicate anything from this period on the Site itself and it is thus assumed that the land was field at the time.  The archaeological potential for this period is therefore considered low to moderate.

	3.6    Post-medieval
	3.6.1 The earliest cartographic evidence shows that at the start of the 19th century the Site made up part of a larger field with its present day configuration being achieved by the time the 1th Edition Ordnance Survey Map was drawn up in 1885.  Thus it is unlikely that there are any post-medieval or modern remains within the Site.

	3.7    Rating
	3.7.1 Based on the description of known finds and sites within the study area, as defined in the previous sections, a rating of low, moderate or high can be predicted for the survival of further remains within the Site.
	Table 1: Predicted rating for archaeological remains within the Site


	4   Degree of Survival 
	4.1.1 This section broadly assess the degree of survival of archaeological remains within the Site or in other words, what actions (either natural or man-made) may have affected any potential remains.  For much of history the land has been agricultural land, meaning that apart from the effects of ploughing, the preservation of buried archaeological remains should be good.
	4.1.2 The two properties (Locksley House and Saxfield House) located within the same field as the Site and on the northern side of the entrance route are relatively new, having been built within the last ten years.  Thus there is perhaps some potential for disturbance on the Site as a result of this, through such means as nearby soil extraction and movement.  Parts of the Site have been used for the storage of very large quantities of wooden logs and other such supplies for at least the last twenty years, with temporary structures situated in the south-eastern corner of the site.  This continual movement of heavy goods and machinery across the site could have the potential to have caused a small degree of disturbance to the buried archaeology.
	4.1.3 However, overall there is no real reason why archaeological remains should not survive on an undeveloped site such a this.

	5   Discussion and Conclusions
	5.1.1 The Site has been identified as having archaeological potential due to the high levels of archaeology in and around the village of Fulbourn.  Archaeological remains and findspots from all periods from the Neolithic to modern period have been identified throughout Fulbourn.  Thus showing that this area has been settled on and utilised without any real periods of absence or abandonment from around 3500 BC right through to modern day.  
	5.1.2 The period from which finds on the Site are most likely to be made is the Roman period, with extensive cropmarks and known Roman activity in adjacent fields and a Roman villa just outside the village, it is not unrealistic to assume that this settlement activity could continue into the proposed development area.  
	5.1.3 A key aspect to the Site is that it is relatively unaffected by development.  It has been agricultural land for much of history, almost certainly though medieval times and later, this would have had minimal impact on any buried archaeological remains, implying the potential for good levels of archaeological preservation on Site.

	6   Recommendations For Managing Archaeological Risk
	6.1.1 The nature of the nearby known archaeological remains, will require a programme of archaeological investigation (almost certainly a Trial trench Evaluation) to be carried out as a planning condition.  Should significant archaeological remains be encountered at this stage, then mitigation (preservation by record) is the most likely outcome required by the Local Planing Authority, in advance of the development.
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